2007 toyota solara se

Refreshed and updated, Camry Solara has several exterior and interior styling changes,
additional standard safety equipment, and enhanced audio and convenience features. The
Solara is distinguished by a redesigned front fascia, including the bumper with sporty mesh
inserts, grille, headlamps and fog lamps. On all grades, a restyled rear bumper with integrated,
side back up lamps and eye-catching LED taillights has been adopted. A rear spoiler
accentuates the sporty profile. The Sport grade features unique inch alloy wheels, with an
aggressive five-spoke design and polished chrome finish, a larger profile rear spoiler and
unique chrome exhaust tip. The Solara Sport continues with its bold body panel treatment,
specially tuned suspension and dark-charcoal interior with black graphite-style trim. The Solara
Convertible is powered exclusively by a horsepower 3. Toyota enhanced the Solara interior for
The instrument panel now features standard Optitron meters for a more upscale look. A new
audio system integrates an audio auxillary input jack, MP3 CD playback and satellite radio
capability, and SE and Sport grades now include a standard six-disc CD changer. The available
navigation system for the Solara SLE has been upgraded to a new fifth-generation unit for that
features voice activation. The new navigation system is integrated with the optional premium
JBL audio system and features a four-disc in-dash CD changer, plus Bluetooth wireless
technology for hands-free telephone compatibility. The hands-free calling feature is also
available on SE and Sport grades without navigation. The Solara Coupe is available in three
model grades: SE, highlighted by sporty metallic finish interior trim; Sport with its unique
exterior styling, enhanced handling and special interior trim, and the SLE with additional luxury
content and woodgrain-style interior trim. All Solara models are equipped with a direct tire
pressure monitor system and standard side airbags, with coupe models gaining standard front
and rear side curtain airbags for VSC helps maintain direction during cornering by manipulating
engine torque and individual wheel-braking control when it detects tire slippage. The Solara
models provide levels of room and practicality unexpected in coupes and convertibles. Solara
passengers will find ample headroom and legroom in the rear seat, as well as generous front
and rear shoulder and hip room. Compared to its closest competitor, Solara Coupe offers 3.
Versatile interior storage space in all Solara models includes a front console box, cup holders
that double as additional storage, and a center console that provides dual storage
compartments. The all-aluminum 3. In both engines, Variable Valve Timing with intelligence
VVT-i ensures an even spread of power across the engine speed range for sporty response. The
smooth, quick-revving four-cylinder engine comes equipped as with a crisp-shifting five-speed
manual transmission. A five-speed automatic transmission with intelligent electronic controls is
optional. The V6 is teamed with the five-speed automatic transmission as standard equipment
and features a gated shifter with sequential shift mode to help produce lively performance and
excellent fuel efficiency. Solara provides a quiet, serene ride reminiscent of luxury models. The
Solara Coupe registers a 0. Foam filler in the roof and pillar panels further helps to subdue road
and wind noise. Vibration-damping and noise-suppressant materials are used throughout the
cabin, as well as in the wheel housings, dash panel and trunk. In the Solara Convertible,
reinforcements optimally located throughout the vehicle provide high torsional rigidity,
resulting in a smooth, quiet ride and responsive handling. With its power top up, the Solara
Convertible provides two inches more rear headroom than the coupe. The convertible top
features a headliner and a glass rear window to optimize passenger comfort. An available
windscreen can be installed to suppress wind turbulence, when the top is down. The all-window
control system allows the driver to open and close all door- and quarter-windows by pressing
one button on the instrument panel. The Solara suspension and steering systems have been
specially tuned to provide lively handling response. Front and rear suspension systems are
mounted to anti-vibration sub-frames, ensuring a smooth, quiet ride that can be compared with
some luxury models. Inside the Solara, a sweeping console and deeply contoured front and rear
seats emphasize the intimate feel that a coupe should impart. The gauge display uses three
main meters highlighted by a 3-D chrome trim ring design, with soft lighting and fully
illuminated needle pointers at night. A center-mounted three-pod multi-function display
integrates a five-feature trip computer in the left pod, with functions that include fuel
consumption, average speed, "miles-to-go" and elapsed time. Solara targets class-leading fit
and finish quality with gaps between interior surfaces narrowed to 0. Silicone dampers ensure
smooth operation for all register knobs. The Solara Sport coupe and Convertible models feature
a dark-charcoal interior with black graphite-style trim, all black sport-fabric seats, exclusive
sport gauge design and trim, a leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift knob and
aluminum-trimmed pedals. Blas Nicusor. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Toyota
Camry. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great experience all
together. It's a family ran business with a relaxing environment. An honest business that i feel

comfortable going back to. Great experience. Great customer service. They contacted me by
phone right away. I am purchasing the car. Provided excellent information on financing options.
Very nice people to deal with. Would give this 10 stars if I could would recommend this place to
anyone. Will definitely be doing business with them again in the future. Thanks guys you are
great. I will never ever recommend anybody I know to do business with this dealer I have my
receipt for the business. I thank God I collected my money and I even got a better highlander
more than there own with a better mileage. It needed an alignment and a few other things were
wrong. Really nice guy. No double talk. Replied quickly and answered all my questions. I went
with a V8 instead in the end but would have been happy to do business with him otherwise.
Good, honest service! We bought a Leux IS from them. Pleased with the purchase. Very prompt
and accommodating. Courteous and sincere. True willingness to help and assist. We bought
this car for our daughter for Christmas and she was so surprised and excited. They are very
friendly and professional. I would definitely recommend them to my friends and family. Dealer
staff was very helpful. Was accommodating in my desire to have my mechanic look at the truck.
Nice salespeople and very helpful with valuing my trade and whether to trade or sell outright. I
was scheduled to pick this up. Turned out there was something wrong with it. But never got
back to me. My inquiry was promptly returned. I visited the lot and the experience was pleasant.
Still a good experience though. Was a very good experience, everyone was very pleasant and
helpful and am very happy with my purchase. Thank you. I decided not to travel to view.. The
sales guys were very friendly and helpful. The process didn't take that long. Car was delivered
the next day. They responded very quickly with attempting to setup an appt. To test drive the
vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

